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In the present knowledge economy, where knowledge is both a product and a tool, success 

requires strong inter-disciplinary skills. Ability to ride this bucking beast colloquially referred to as 

‘general knowledge’, or  ‘G K’ is an essential requirement of the modern day workplace. Quizzing 

typically requires a good standard of general knowledge and frequent participation in Quizzes 

leads to a marked improvement in general awareness. However, cracking questions in quizzes, 

which lay emphasis on working answers out rather than on memory, helps in developing critical 



problem solving skills. The ability to weave random, half-forgotten details together to reach a 

‘Eureka!’ moment is a quality found in the most successful people. Introducing campus-residents 

to quizzing is therefore an integral part of the mission and vision of the Students' Gymkhana, which 

aims at all round extra-curricular development of the students. Ensuring that quality quizzes take 

place is also an important concern. To achieve these objectives we propose the following 

measures:

1) Quiz Events in Galaxy 2013

Proposed Structure:

General Quiz                 

Open Quiz                     

Popular Culture Quiz          

Sports Quiz                   

India Quiz                     

It is said that good quizzes uniformly revealed three Bs – breadth, beauty and balance. 

Hence quizzes conducted by leading professional quizmasters, ensuring a competitive quizzing 

atmosphere par excellence. As galaxy teams typically represent the best among a specific pool, 

open quiz will only allow participants who haven't represented their pool in any quizzes earlier. A 

written preliminary round would be held for these teams, followed by a finals round. Based on last 

years participation in audience rounds, this is the logical next step for mass participation in galaxy 

quizzes.

Expenses will be towards Travel+Accommodation+Honorarium to Quizmasters

Projected cost of Rupees 50,000/-



2) Weekly Online Current Affairs Refresher:

This would basically be a short quiz put together by the coordinators once every week, 

consisting of questions from the week's events, with a special focus on Science, Technology, 

Business, Sports and Entertainment. A set of 10-20 questions will be uploaded every Friday, to be 

submitted by Sunday evening. An automated portal should be set up for the purpose, however 

until such a portal is set up the quizzes can continue on the Quiz Club Blog. A webteam would be 

set up to bring up the automated portal as soon as possible.

Monthly prizes in kind worth Rupees 5,000/- over the course of the semester

3) Qui  z   Week  

Multidisciplinary Informative Quizzes:

Business Quiz      Business Club 

Literary Quiz        Book Club, Literary Society          

Tech Quiz              SnT 

India Quiz             General Interest

Popular Quizzes:

Sports Quiz         

Bollywood Quiz

Prizes in Kind:

Business Quiz: Works of Michael Porter, Peter Drucker, C.K. Prahlad,etc

Literary Quiz: Vouchers for leading book-stores, slots in book club

Tech Quiz: Opportunity to work on Campus technologies, internships in campus startups

India Quiz: India Yearbook (typically useful for IAS aspirants and also of general interest)

  3,000 (Expenses towards Publicity) +  12,000(Kind Prizes) = 15,000 /-

Galaxy Quizzes Rupees 50,000/-

Weekly Online Current Affairs Refresher Rupees 5,000/-

Quiz Week Rupees 15,000/-

Total Expenses Rupees 70,000/-


